
NV7B41201AS/SA

• Big Capacity (76L)

• Telescopic Rail

• Catalytic Cleaning

• Colour: Stainless steel

• Dimensions: 
(W) 595 mm  
(H) 596 mm 
(D) 570 mm

Big Capacity (76L)
Create more and larger dishes with a massive 76 litre capacity 
oven. It opens up more possibilities in home cooking. You can 
prepare lots of different food together, like everything you 
need for a party. Or it can easily accommodate large items, 
from pavlova to roast lamb.

BIG CAPACITY (76L) TELESCOPIC RAIL CATALYTIC CLEANING SMARTTHINGS COOKING

Telescopic Rail
Get things in and out of the oven easily. The Telescopic Rail 
slides in and out smoothly with hardly any effort, even if you’re 
using large or heavy dishes. It creates much less friction, so it’s 
much easier to load and unload. You can baste, turn and season 
food without any spills.

SmartThings Cooking
Make your kitchen experience more joyful. SmartThings 
Cooking* saves time and minimises the burden of cooking. 
By understanding your needs it recommends personalised 
recipes** and creates a weekly meal plan. 

*Requires a wireless network, a Samsung account and the Samsung SmartThings App. The Samsung SmartThings App supports Android OS 8.0 (Oreo) or later, which is optimised for Samsung smartphones. This App 
also supports iOS 13 or later for iPhone models. The SmartThings App is available in the App Store and Play Store. **Available in certain languages, including English, French, German, Italian and Spanish.

Catalytic Cleaning
Save yourself the time and effort of scrubbing the oven. 
A Catalytic Cleaning* system makes it easy to keep the oven 
clean. The catalytic liner at the rear of the cavity absorbs 
grease from splashes and drips during cooking. So it cleans 
itself without any hard work or costly cleaning products.

76L

76L Series 4 Oven with Catalytic Cleaning (NV7B41201AS/SA )

76L Series 4 Oven with Catalytic Cleaning


